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Abstract. The modern NPPs (Nuclear Power Plants) are the part of the 

very complex and demanding sector of industry. Its complexity is based on 

the innovate and the high-tech technologies, engineered safety features 

where the specific safety functions are to be performed to ensure the 

nuclear safety (as part of technosphere safety) and prevent radioactivity 

release, which consequently lead to the possible human losses and 

environmental disasters. Consequently, modern technologies incorporated 

in the design and construction of NPP (its systems, structure and 

components) shall be qualified to ensure its capability to perform 

designated safety functions in the demanded conditions, including harsh 

accident environment (qualified as intended) via the specific V&V 

activities. Thus, Qualification should not cover only the equipment, but the 

all: systems, structures and components (SSC), therefore a systematic 

approach to its organization and planning is needed, which is not fully 

presented in publications nowadays. The article objective is to define the 

SSC Qualification and its scope of application, identify the Functional and 

Environmental qualification and forming of the Qualification context. 

Then, the article determines the V&V actions that provide Qualification 

evidences. 

1 Introduction 

The modern NPPs (Nuclear Power Plants) are the very complex and demanding industrial 

civil facilities. their complexity is based on the innovate and the high-tech technologies, 

engineered safety features where the specific safety functions are to be performed to ensure 

the nuclear safety (as part of technosphere safety) if the incident or accident will accrue at 

the NPP. The importance of guarantee of such safety functions fulfillment were based on 

the dangers of the nuclear industry, when the violation of nuclear energy producing 

technology can lead to the risk of radioactivity release which consequently lead to the 

possible human losses and environmental disasters. [1-3] 

The biggest of the nuclear accidents were: Three-Mile Island NPP accident in the USA 

in 1979, Chernobyl NPP accident in 1986, Fukushima-1 NPP in Japan in 2011. These and 

the less significant accidents and their analyses [4] make the nuclear industry the most 
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demanded. The innovate and best technical solutions are the part of NPPs Design, the 

modern technologies are used during their construction [5]. Thus, modern NPPs are 

designed to stay safe under any external and internal impacts, such as: floods, hurricanes 

and tornadoes with a wind speed of up to 56 m/s, crash of heavy commercial airplane on a 

speed of 200 m/s, earthquakes with magnitude up to 8, shock (blast wave) with a pressure 

of 30 kPa and for failure mode of any internal processes (based on the personnel or 

software errors, equipment failure, etc.). [6-7] 

To achieve such technological level the strictest requirements, which were reconsidered 

and stiffened after abovementioned incidents to be implemented during NPPs Design and 

Construction, further, requirements fulfilment to be justified. Verification and validation 

process (V&V) is used for confirmation of requirements compliance. This process was 

widely investigated in articles and publications: in general in the [8-10], and in the different 

industry areas (e.g. for hydropower units in [11]). For the nuclear business Project 

Management Body of Knowledge [9] provides the general approach, and the IAEA 

(International Atomic Energy Agency) provides the specific requirements to the V&V in 

the safety standards (such as [12-14]) as part of the management system. Specific areas as 

the nuclear testing verification [15], equipment and civil structures V&V against the safety 

requirements in the [16-17]. 

However, in such complex civil facilities as NPP the V&V serves for confirmation of 

any requirements fulfilment (with focus on safety) [14, 16, 18]. Partially V&V results are 

used for the justification of the safety functions fulfilment, what is the target of Nuclear 

Qualification as the particular type of V&V, focusing of ensuring of the complex safety of 

the civil facilities and their functions. 

Generally, qualification as the process is applied for the different industry sectors were 

the functions are the core [8-9]. (e.g. it used for the medical products for human use as 

presented in [17]). But its application is different then in the nuclear sector, where safety is 

the top priority, and losing of the safety functions can lead to the technosphere disasters 

[18], thus this area shall be carefully investigated. Generic requirements and reviews for 

nuclear facilities qualification is presented in the IAEA publications [14, 19, 20]. Different 

methods are used for assessing of the state of equipment qualification (e.g. method of 

assessments for Ukraine NPPs is presented in [21]), disciple specific requirements for 

equipment qualification (mostly for electrical and I&C equipment which were compared in 

[22]) could be found in the international regulations (e.g. for electrical equipment in [23]). 

At the equipment level the qualification issues were reviewed in the conformity 

assessment field [24-25], which is also lead to the guaranty the equipment compliance with 

the safety requirements. But conformity assessment scope is mostly oriented to the 

equipment (components) level, and compliance with the safety requirements of all 

equipment within the system cannot guarantee the fulfilment of the safety function of the 

whole system. 

Thus, considering fact that to achieve the NPP safety and to avoid any negative impacts 

on humans and environmental (and the technosphere disasters in the most serious cases), 

Qualification shall be performed for the Systems, Structures and Components at the on the 

system and equipment levels [14], abovementioned publications were focused on the 

equipment V&V and Equipment Qualification. 

Equipment is performing their functions as part of system, and fulfilment of the 

functions of all equipment within the system does not guarantee fulfilment of the system 

functions as the whole. The V&V for the system and complex NPP Qualification were not 

widely investigated, some publications are available (e.g. issues regarding systems and 

modelling and their verification is presented in [26]), but they not cover the nuclear special 

aspects. 
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The issue for the NPP Qualification, which biggest part to be performed during the NPP 

Design and Construction, especially on the System level was not investigated in detail yet. 

Equipment level qualification data shall be systematized to create strong system of 

Qualification for such complex civil facilities as NPP. 

Thus, the nuclear Qualification process for the Systems Structures and Components 

(SSC) is crucial for the NPP Safety, where safety functions performance shall be justified 

during the NPP Design and Construction. Based on this the objectives of this work are as 

follows: 

1. Define and formulate the Nuclear Qualification definition and its scope of application for 

the NPP Design and Construction; 

2. Identify the Functional and Environmental Qualification to verify fulfilment of the SSC 

safety functions. 

3. Define the main sources of Qualification Evidences (Qualification measures), which will 

be sufficient to justify the Safety functions fulfillment. 

2 Methods  

In the course of the Nuclear Qualification survey used at the NPP Design and Construction 

phases the following method was applied: 

• International requirements for the Nuclear safety and safety functions were studied to 

specify the objectives of Functional Qualification. 

• Various V&V processes of design solutions applied in the course of their application to 

the NPP safety functions fulfillment were analyzed. 

• Conditions for the safety functions was analyzed to determine the environmental 

qualification. 

3 Results and Discussion 

According to the general requirements to the NPPs [1, 14, 19] and their SSCs the NPP 

design and construction contains several reliable levels and methods of protection (based on 

the defense in depth principles (DiD)) to prevent the release of radioactivity beyond the 

plant. Protection is achieved through the use of numerous design provisions (implemented 

in addition to standard technological processes for the electricity production (normal 

operation functions)) that aim to prevent the loss of safety functions under the influence of 

internal or external hazards, initiating events, which can be cause for violation of normal 

operation and failures of components (one or more), systems and structures. 

Consequently, modern technologies incorporated in the design and construction of NPP 

(its systems, structure and components) shall be Qualified to ensure capability of the SSCs 

to perform designated safety functions in the demanded conditions, including harsh 

accident environment (qualified as intended) via the specific V&V activities (e.g. testing, 

analyses, calculations, etc.), focused on the safety functions. 

Thus, qualification shall consider two main elements: Function of SSC and Conditions 

(postulated conditions) where this function shall be performed. Such conditions, which 

shall be considered in the design and consequently qualified, could be:  

• Dynamic impacts, including the seismic impacts and the airplane crash - SSC (passive 

and/or active SSC, especially civil structures and buildings) shall demonstrate the ability to 

perform its required safety role during and/or after the time it is subjected to the forces 

(earthquake and airplane crash response spectra); 

• Environmental conditions (e.g. vibrations, radiological and steam conditions associated 

with pipe breaks based on loss of coolant (LOCA), high energy line break (HELB) [27]) – 

conditions which are results of the initiating events where SSC shall perform their function. 
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Such conditions are typically considered as the part of Information model of civil facility 

and linked to the 3D Model (Building Information Modeling). 

Considering abovementioned elements, the definition of the Qualification of NPP can 

be formulated as following: 

Qualification of SSC is a process of obtaining evidences (Qualification records) of the 

capability of the Qualification items to perform the functionality or purpose as intended 

(Functional qualification) in a specified physical environment (seismic and environmental 

qualification). Elements of qualification may include: safety assessments, operational 

experience, analysis, tests, etc. 

Environmental Qualification and the Dynamic Impacts Qualification (more often 

referred together as Environmental qualification) is the part of Qualification discipline, 

which is focused on the obtaining the evidences that qualification items are suitable to 

perform their functions (functional operability and/or structural integrity will be 

maintained) in specified conditions (e.g. vibration, temperature, pressure, radiation, 

humidity) existing before, when and after they are required for the Plant entire design 

service life-cycle. 

To handle the SSC nuclear Qualification in systematic manner the following dimensions 

shall be taken into account: 

• Nature of qualification items – as presented in the introduction part of the article, different 

disciplines is covered by the Qualification requirements and reviewed in scientific 

publication differently, nevertheless all of them shall be covered by Qualification. The 

considered disciplines are: Mechanical (Process), Instrumentation and Control (I&C), 

Electrical, Civil. In some cases, SSC could be presented as combination of different 

disciplines (e.g diesel generator which have their own mechanical parts, electrical 

components, their own I&C systems and performs their own function (power supply)). 

Such cases shall be qualified separately. 

• Hierarchy of qualification items – Qualification shall be performed at the component level 

when the function of equipment shall be qualified, and on the system level, when the 

function of the whole system shall be performed and qualified, including the function of all 

equipment therein. In some cases (e.g. I&C) in addition to the system level the architecture 

level shall be qualified (as the connection and interconnection of systems, switching of their 

functions, based on the commands, etc., [22]). 

• Phase – Qualification is applicable for the whole life-cycle of the NPP, but the most 

crucial is the stage of NPP Designing, where DiD principles are to be implemented, where 

all possible initiating events, hazards considered, and aging (including the thermal and 

ionization emission aging) are considering in the Design. Such technical solutions and their 

reliability shall be qualified for the whole life-cycle of operation, till the decommissioning. 

Qualification of the NPP Design can be divided on the different phases: first the Design as 

is, when the NPP is exist only on paper, and qualification methods are: calculations, 

modeling, analyses (probabilistic and determenistic), then Construction and the Erection of 

NPP where all of the design solutions to be realize physically. And the quality of their 

realization is crucial. Therefore, SSC shall be qualified again at the Construction phase 

using the tests, examinations and different types of control [28-32]. 

The combinations of the above stated dimensions can be considered as the Qualification 

context and its scope of application. The specific V&V measures (which provide 

qualification evidences) to be planed using the same context. Such V&V are: 

• QA of design and manufacturing processes; 

• Tests and inspections; 

• Safety assessments; 

• Operational experience;  

• Analyses. 
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• Combination of above stated V&V 

Planning and implementation of the SSC Qualification and V&V, providing 

qualification evidences in such manner can cover any safety functions at any levels and 

consequently their implementation at the all stages of NPP Design and Construction 

provides confirmation of safety functions fulfilment in any possible variations and Nuclear 

and Technosphere safety will be achived. 

4 Conclusions 

Thus, following the foregoing objectives and methods, during the research the following 

results have been achieved: 

1. Due to complexity of the NPP Design and Construction to prevent the release of 

radioactivity beyond the plant the specific safety SSC are designed using the DiD 

principles. Such SSC shall be suitable to perform their functions as intended in justified 

manner. Qualification is one of the methods to ensure its capability to perform designated 

safety functions in the demanded conditions, including harsh accident environment via the 

specific V&V activities providing qualification evidences to ensure the nuclear safety, as 

part of Technosphere safety. 

2. Qualification of SSC was defined as a process of obtaining evidences (Qualification 

records) of the Qualification items capability to perform their functionality or purpose as 

intended (Functional qualification) in a specified physical environment (Environmental 

qualification). 

3. The scope of application of qualification and corresponding V&V is its context, which 

consist of the following dimension: Nature, Hierarchy and Phase of qualification items. The 

combinations of Qualification dimensions form it scope of application and can provides 

confirmation of Nuclear and Technosphere safety in any possible variations. 
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